
Probability of Correct Response 
(on any question)

0 degree  
square

0 degree  
triangular

45 degree  
square

45 degree  
triangular

90 degree  
square

90 degree  
triangular

partially rotating the entire 
graph in space substantially 
increases the probability of 
a correct response

eb1[45 degrees] = 54.3, SE = 24.1, p < 0.001

eb1[triangular] = 2.8, SE = 0.98, p < 0.001









regardless of graph scale, 
changing the y-axis from 
orthogonal to diagonal 
moderately increases the 
probability of a correct response

eb1[equilateral] = 0.47, SE = 0.44, p = 0.22

eb1[triangular] = 7.77, SE = 8.95, p < 0.05









square  
isoceles

square  
equilateral

triangular  
isoceles

triangular  
equilateral

point  
(control)

cross

arrow

eb1[cross] = 4.71, SE = 4.48, p = 0.10)

eb1[arrow] =31.95, SE = 3.54, p <0.001



changing the mark in a way 
that draws attention to the 
relation between the point and 
diagonal grid offers a small 
improvement in accuracy

partial 
diagonal 
(control)

sparse 
horizontal

full grid
eb1[sparse] = 1.06, SE = 0.75, p = 0.94)

eb1[full grid] = 0.59, SE = 0.41, p = 0.43)


0.50 1.000.750.00 0.25

changes to the design of the grid 
DID NOT improve the probability 
of a correct response; scores 
remained near floor

DATA ANALYSIS

 ACCURACY [correct, incorrect] treated as the 
outcome (predicted, dependent) variabl

 DESIGN CONDITION treated as fixed [predictor] 
variabl

 PARTICIPANT (n) & QUESTION (q=15) treated as 
random variable

 resulting models indicate effect of design condition 
on probability of a correct response, independent of 
individual differences in questions or participants 

ACCURACY ~ design condition  +  
(1 | participant) + ( 1 | question)

data analyzed using LOGISTIC MIXED EFFECTS MODELS to  
assess which factors affect the liklihood of a correct response

 Participants were introduced to a scenario where 
they were asked to play the role of a project 
manager handling a schedule of work shift

 They were instructed to use a graph of the shift 
schedule to answer a series of 15 question

 Each QUESTION included a graph [features 
dictated by DESIGN CONDITION] and single 
multiple-choice-multiple-response questio

 Each question is designed to reveal the 
participant’s interpretation of the coordinate 
system 

 Response ACCURACY was scored as correct / 
incorrect 

GRAPH DISCOVERY TASK
designed to assess participant’s ability to correctly interpret the 
novel coordinate system of the Triangular Model (TM) graph

Can YOU discover this graph?

experimental stimulus

The points represent intervals of time (work 
shifts)  Answer the question: Which shifts(s) 
end at 4 PM?

The Triangular Model graph is typically 
misinterpreted as a cartesian scatterplot. 
Readers incorrectly trace (or mentally project) 
an orthogonal line from the x-axis to the data 
point, rather than following the diagonal 
gridlines. Under a cartesian interpretation the 
answer is U. Under the correct (triangular) 
interpretation, the correct answer is H.

 For each study, participants were randomly assigned 
to a design condition that controlled which graph 
stimuli they would se

 Participants completed the GRAPH DISCOVERY 
TASK online, asynchronously, via a web application

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
mixed design with 1 between-subjects factor DESIGN 
CONDITION, and 1 within-subjects factor (QUESTION)

MARKS
DESIGN INTUITION : 

alter the mark indicating a 
single data point to 
emphasize novelty (condition 
: cross) and reinforce the 
meaningful relation between a 
point and the diagonal 
gridlines (condition : arrow )

Study 2 POINT (control)

interval represented by point; conventional &  
does not reinforce diagonal connections

interval represented by cross;  
does not reinforce diagonal connections

interval represented by arrow;  
reinforces diagonal connections

CROSS ARROW

UCSD 
students 

301


DESIGN INTUITION :  
increase or decrease extent 
of diagonal gridlines to make 
the triangular structure more 
salient, ostensibly drawing 
attention to the triangular 
intersection between each 
point and the x-axis

GRIDLINES
Study 1 PARTIAL DIAGONAL (control) SPARSE HORIZONTAL FULL GRID

full horizontal gridlines 
only diagonals in valid data space

only horizontal and diagonals  
in valid data space

horizontal and diagonals extend beyond 
valid data space to cover full axis space

UCSD 
students 

453


AXES
DESIGN INTUITION :  
[shape] change orientation 
of the y-axis in space to 
emphasize novelty, and 
remove blank space in which 
no data points can be plotted 



[scale] change scale of 
triangular shape from 
isosceles to equilateral

Study 3
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the length of the diagonal side matches 
the length of the horizontal interval

the length altitude (vertical rise) matches 
the length of the horizontal interval
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adults on

PROLIFIC
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0 DEGREES 45 DEGREES 90 DEGREES

no rotation
graph rotated 45 degrees; partial rotation 
makes mental projection of an (incorrect) 
orthogonal line more difficult 

graph rotated 90 degrees; full rotation does not 
impair mental projection of an (incorrect) orthogonal 
line (projection moves from vertical to horizontal)
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ORIENTATION
DESIGN INTUITION : 

rotate orientation of entire 
graph in space to (1) 
emphasize novelty [condition :  
90 degrees ] and (2) impair 
ease of mental projection of 
orthogonal line from x-axis 
[condition:  45 degrees] 

Study 4

adults on

PROLIFIC

391

The design of marks and 
gridlines have little 
effect, but contrast-
driven design of  axes 
and spatial orientation  
can support correct 
interpretation. 

Graphical Discovery
is the act of making sense of a new 
or unfamiliar graphic representation. 
Unlike graph comprehension 
where we use our knowledge of a 
graphical formalism (its rules) to 
interpret the depicted information,  
graphical discovery describes 
situations where we must first  
figure out how the graph works.

discovering the formalisms of a new 
graphical system is challenging, and 
our behaviour is strongly influenced 
by prior knowledge of conventional 
formalisms (such as the Cartesian 
coordinate system). 



When encountering an unfamiliar 
graph, we evidently place greater 
importance on the graph’s 
orientation and axis structure than 
on its gridlines and marks when 
constructing meaning for its use of 
space. 



To scaffold GRAPHICAL 
DISCOVERY, designers should (1) 
draw attention to meaningful spatial 
differences between the new & 
conventional forms, and (2) impair 
our ability to use inappropriate 
perceptual routines.

These results imply 

What features of a novel  
graph influence how it is 
interpreted?

COGNITIVE SCIENCE 

Amy Rae Fox, PhD

James Hollan, PhD  
Caren Walker, PhDA NOVEL COORDINATE SYSTEM 

TRANSITIONS IN UNDERSTANDING  

DISCOVERY
GRAPHICAL

In a series of studies, we leveraged a graph with an unconventional coordinate system to explore how the design 
features of the graphical framework (axes, gridlines, marks and orientation) influence graphical discovery.  


